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Background notes 
and introduction



Oxford content audits

Over the long vacation, we audited  a sample of Oxford websites 
and intranets. 

The aims of this audit were:

o to understand what content these contained, to inform the 
content strategy,

o to give us estimate and plan the Mosaic content migration

Doing this also enabled us to develop a repeatable process and 
templates which any site owner can use to audit their own site.



Why audit your content?

Doing an audit will give you the information you need to

o gauge the overall migration challenge – understand how much content do you have and what work is needed to move it

o identify blocks of pages that need attention before they’re moved

o estimate volume of pages on your site that need to be considered during migration

o help you prioritise any future content improvement work



Building an Oxford content audit

Gather Generate Filter Organise Build Analyse

Gather data for 
your content 

audit

Generate a GA4 
report

Filter your GA4 
report

Organise your 
content audit

Build your 
content audit

Analyse your 
content audit
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Gather data for your 
content audit

Gather Generate Filter Organise Build Analyse



Gathering your data

From your Content 
Management System

From a site map From Google Analytics

Most CMSs at Oxford will 
allow you to output a list of 
pages directly

A site map will give you a 
basic list of pages to work 
from 

If you have an analytics 
tool, such as Google 
Analytics (GA4), this should 
also give you a list of all the 
pages it is tracking

You’ll need a list of pages on your site to get started and there are a few places to look
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Gathering your data

If you're on a Mosaic site, you can use the following links to generate a list of pages:

[site_prefix].web.ox.ac.uk/sitelist.html
[site_prefix].web.ox.ac.uk/sitemap.xml
[custom_domain]/sitemap.xml or [custom_domain]/sitelist.html



Your content audit template

To begin the content auditing process, you’ll have a few documents to help you:

o blank template to record your content audit

o completed content audit from another Oxford site, which you 

can refer to when working on your audit

o This step-by-step guide to completing your audit



Generate a Google 
Analytics (GA4) report
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Using Google Analytics 4 (GA4)

If you do not have access to a GA4 dashboard for your website, you 

should request this as soon as possible. If you use another analytics 

package, please refer to their online guides for assistance.

If you have used Google Analytics in the past, but not GA4, the 

dashboard may be confusing. But this guide will show you how to 

create a report for your content audit.

Google Analytics is capable of amazing things and can offer valuable 

user insights. But you only need a basic GA4 report to begin 

understanding the volume of published pages and the migration 

challenge.



Generating a custom GA4 report

Log in to 

your website’s 

GA4 account

Go top, 

left-hand 

corner of the 

screen and roll 

over the icons

Select ‘Explore’
Choose a blank 

report on the 

following menu 

screen
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Setting up your custom GA4 report

Exploration name

Add a name for your report

Date range: Custom

To collect comprehensive data to 
inform and support content 
migration decisions, GA4 reports 
should cover a 12-month period

Technique

Check this is set to ‘Free form’

Visualization

Select the table icon

1
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Selecting data for audit rows

Select the 

‘Dimensions’ 

menu

Search for ‘Page 

location’ in the 

search bar at 

the top 

of the page

When ‘Page location’ appears 

in the list below 

the search bar, tick the box 

and select ‘Import’
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Selecting data for audit rows

You will see that a 

‘Page location’ box 

has appeared 

under ‘Dimensions’

Click on the ‘Page location’ 

box and drag it 

to ‘Rows’ in the ‘Settings’ 

column. The ‘Page 

location’ box should 

appear under ‘Rows’

At this stage you should also select ‘Show rows’ and choose 

‘500’. This will display 500 lines of data in your 

GA4 online report – but the report you download will have 

many more lines of data to analyse
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Selecting metrics for your GA4 report

Select the 

‘Metrics’ menu

As you did for 

page location, 

search for and 

add metrics

When the metric 

you need appears 

in the menu, check 

the tick box and hit 

‘Import’

Select and add these metrics:

• total users
• views
• average session duration
• entrances
• bounce rate
• exits
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Adding metrics to your GA4 report

You will see 

that boxes for 

each of your 

metrics have 

appeared 

under the 

‘Metrics’ 

header

Drag the metrics 

boxes 

to ‘Values’ and 

you’ll see your 

audit starting 

to  build

Scroll down the ‘Settings’ column until you 

see a section with the header ‘Values’

In the audit you download, the metrics will appear in the same order 

(from left to right) as you place these boxes in the ‘Values’ column (that 

is, the first metric in the spreadsheet will be the top box in ’Values’, the 

second metric will be the second box and so on). You can move the 

metric boxes in GA4 to change the order
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Downloading your GA4 report

To download your report, select 

the download icon at the top, 

right-hand corner of the GA4 

dashboard.

Choose ‘CSV’ to download data 

that can be easily inserted into 

your content audit template.



Insert raw data into your audit template

In case you need to refer to the 

GA4 raw data during analysis, 

paste this into the GA4 data (raw) 

tab in the audit template.

Also keep a separate copy of the 

GA4 report so that it can be 

filtered



Filter your GA4 report
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Removing redundant rows

Depending on the size of your site, 

you will now have an Excel report that 

may contain thousands of rows of data

But it’s likely a large portion of these 

rows are not relevant to the content 

auditing exercise.

Before starting to build your live audit, 

remove these redundant rows of data 

to make your content audit easier to 

manage.



Order data by views

First view results by ‘total users’. This will help to push groups of redundant results to the bottom of the sheet, making them 

easier to delete in groups

In the toolbar select 

the ’Data’ tab and 

then choose 

‘Custom Sort’

The menu 

allows you to 

select which 

column to order

Select the ‘total 

users’ column

View by 

‘Largest to 

smallest’ and 

hit OK
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• search results

• listing pages

• translated content

• any URLs that contain unusual characters 

Identifying and deleting redundant rows

As the goal of the audit is to record live content pages and understand any migration challenges, there are GA4 results that are

not relevant to this exercise, including:



Identifying and deleting redundant rows
Examples of what redundant lines look like in a GA report:

https://oxford.shorthandstories.com/maths-plus-cancer/?fbclid=PAAaYurshcEVNK4yeRk6R0EPFNZ6XY7

In the final example, the main https://www.ox.ac.uk/Events-list listings page can be recorded, but any subsequent pages (page=2, 

page=3) can be deleted.

In this case, the URL https://oxford.shorthandstories.com/maths-plus-cancer would be recorded in the audit, but this one with the referral string 

should not.

https://www-ox-ac-uk.translate.goog/?_x_tr_sl=en&_x_tr_tl=ar&_x_tr_hl=ar&_x_tr_pto=sc
This is a link to a translated version of 
the page

https://www.ox.ac.uk/?from=edurank.org This shows a referal to the page

https://www.ox.ac.uk/about/facts-and-figures/admissions-statistics%20%20%20%20%20
This is recording additional characters 
after the URL

https://www.ox.ac.uk/Events-list?page=2 This is the second of multiple pages

Rows in the GA4 report that repeat the URL with unusual characters are likely to be erroneous or repeat data and should be 
deleted. For example:



Common characters in 

redundant rows

Equals:  =

Underscore: _

Ampersand: &

Question mark: ?

Identifying and deleting redundant rows

You may need to repeat this filtering step a few times and use different characters to highlight and delete all redundant rows in 

your GA4 report. Even after doing this, a handful of redundant rows may need to be removed when building the audit.

Identifying redundant lines becomes easier as you 

work through the report. Common sense will guide 

you when spotting lines that are not relevant in the 

audit



Identifying and deleting redundant rows

Click on the first 

cell of the 

column you 

want to filter, 

then select the 

‘Filter’ funnel 

icon in the 

Data tab

Drop-down 

arrows will appear 

at the top of all 

columns. Click 

the arrow for 

the column you 

want to filter

In the menu box, 

choose

‘select all’ and enter 

your search term 

(for example, = or &)

Apply the filter 

to reveal 

redundant lines
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Identifying and deleting redundant rows

Once all redundant lines are 

removed, you will be left with a 

GA4 report that only contains 

‘clean’ URLs and the GA4 data 

attached to them



Organise your 
content audit
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Choosing how to organise your data

The recommended process for organising data depends on the size of your website:

Small websites

• fewer than 200 pages

• simple information architecture

Large websites

• more than 200 pages

• information architecture splits content into defined categories



Auditing small Oxford sites

For smaller Oxford sites such as Sport.ox.ac.uk, we 

recommend you record the audit in one tab but 

group content together to reflect various categories 

on the site.



Auditing large Oxford sites

When auditing large Oxford sites such as ox.ac.uk and sbs.ox.ac.uk, we recommend you split the results into a series 

of tabs that follow the information architecture (IA) of the sites.

It is recommended that content pages are recorded in tabs because:

o the results for large sites are easier to view and analyse

o teams can more easily identify and review areas of content they are responsible for



Guidance for auditing sites of all sizes
It is recommended that the following content pages are recorded in separate tabs:

Top Level Content Default URL content News Content

Any current and relevant content pages 
that sit on the top level of the site, but 
are not part of any category. 

Content pages that sit on the top level of 
the site and are not assigned to any site 
category. ‘Default URL’ content pages 
appear to be outdated, redundant or 
published in error.

Any news content

These pages should be recorded 
separately, so that:

• content can be reviewed to see if 
it would better serve users if moved 
to an appropriate category

• data can be analysed to judge if 
this content should be retained

It is recommended that ‘Default URL’ 
content is recorded separately, so that it 
is easier to identify and review potentially 
redundant pages before migration

All news content should be captured in a 
single tab. It will not be possible to 
migrate all news pages, and having a 
single list of news content is a good place 
to start when reviewing outdated pages 
for deletion



Build your content audit
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Using category tabs in your audit

On many Oxford sites, content is not tagged and most pages sit on the default site URL. In these cases, you choose to either:

Fill the category tabs manually

Cut and paste relevant data from the clean GA4 report into the audit, placing the data in the correct category tab. This can 

be a long process, especially if you are not familiar with the website, but the end results are easier to view and analyse

Record all content pages in a single tab

Cut and paste the clean data from the GA4 report into a single tab in the audit. This is a quick process, but it may be harder 

to interpret the data as there is no clear indication of where content sits on the website



Using category tabs in your audit

If you plan to record your website pages in category tabs, the 

process can be made easier by viewing page results in the GA4 

report alphabetically.

For Oxford sites where content tagging is used effectively, you’ll be 

able to quickly identify relevant rows and paste them into the 

correct audit tab.

For example, when building the Ox.ac.uk audit and populating the 

‘Students’ category tab, viewing the GA4 report alphabetically 

grouped all content using the /students/ tag in the URL.



Completing the Page and Link columns

Page column

For all 2023 Oxford content audits, the ‘Page’ column records the page address without the main site 

URL (for example, http://www.ox.ac.uk/students/new/arrive was recorded as /students/new/arrive). 

Full URLs can be batch converted into page titles by using the Excel ‘find and replace’ function

Link column

Always record the full URL in the ‘Link’ column and make the link active. You will be opening a lot of pages when working on 

the audit, so it’s helpful to be able to open website pages in your browser quickly.



Sub-sections for the Student section

• Students/new

• Students/academic matters

• Students/fees-funding

• Students/visa

• Students/life

• Students/welfare

• Students/graduation

• Students/news-list

Completing the section column

Many categories on Oxford sites are split into sub-sections. For 

example, the ox.ac.uk ‘Students’ category is several sub-sections

Splitting categories into their component parts can be helpful 

when reviewing content. 

But, if a category tab structure has been otherwise followed, 

splitting the ‘Section’ column into sub-categories is optional if 

resources are limited.



Common content types to record

Course information Information Listings News Form Blog Page

Pages about specific 
courses available at 
Oxford (that is, 
content about 
individual courses, 
not about wider 
subject areas)

Any other page that 
publishes 
information for 
Oxford website 
users

Pages that link to a 
large volume of 
content – for 
example, news 
archive page or blog 
listing pages

News story pages A digital form that 
users can complete 
and submit.

A blog page that sits 
within a website 
category (for 
example, research 
blogs published in 
the ‘Research’ 
category on 
Ox.ac.uk

Note: Feel free to adapt the ‘content types’ to suit the content that's on your website



• Staff

• Academics/researchers

• Students

• Prospective students

• General public

• Other specialised audience

Completing the ‘Who the content is for’ columns

For each page, the 2023 Oxford audits include 

information on what audience the content is for.

When completing your audit, put a Y in each 

audience column the content is relevant to



Using the last modified column

Although data on when a page was most recently modified is one of the most helpful pieces of information when making 

decisions on content migration, this data is not always available.

If you are able to source a full list of site content from your in-house digital team, this may include ‘last modified’ date for each 

page, but you will not get a ‘last modified’ date when running a GA4 report.

Some Oxford sites include a publication date for all pages – particularly news content – and this should be recorded where 

possible.

But if no data is available, or you do not have the resources to inspect every website page for a published date, these cells

should be left blank.



Completing the accessibility issues column

To gauge any accessibility issues that may pose challenges during migration, it’s important to note any potential accessibility 

challenges.

Common accessibility issues include:

Note: You will not be able to capture all inaccessible documents as many are buried deep in content pages. 

But auditing obvious downloads will give you a sense of any accessibility issues your site may need to consider

Illustrations PDFs, Word and other Office Docs

Make a note in the ‘Accessibility issues’ column of any 
illustrations published on your website that may pose a 
challenge for screen readers, or which could potentially be 
presented in accessible HTML (see appendix)

Make a note in the ‘Accessibility issues’ column of any 
downloadable documents. Time permitting, open attachments 
to see if the content could be published in HTML and make a 
note of this in the ‘Notes and recommendations’ column (see 
appendix)



Analysing your audit
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Completing the Notes & recommendations column

During migration planning, the ‘notes and recommendations’ column can be used to build a case for whether a content 

page should be migrated, reviewed or deleted.

The ’notes and recommendations’ column is used to flag any key issues that should be considered during migration. The most 

common examples include:

o content that is part of a group of pages that get low views, and which potentially could be merged into a single, user-

focused content page

o broken links on published pages or broken downloads

o content appears to be incorrect or outdated



Completing the migration challenge column

For each page, the migration challenge can be estimated and coded:

Migration ready Minor effort to migrate Do not migrate

Content traffic

o Significant page views 
(generally speaking around 
300+ views in last 12 
months)

o comparatively low page 
views (generally speaking 
under 300 page views in last 
12 months)

o content was not viewed by 
users during the 
study period (zero views in 
last 12 months)

And/Or

Content relevance

o content appears to be in 
date and relevant

o content is possibly outdated

o page is one of multiple 
content pages about the 
same topic that could 
potentially be merged to 
reduce the page count 

o content is clearly outdated 
(for example, an event or 
submission deadline has 
passed)

o content may be published in 
error
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Thank you
Contact: elizabeth.mccarthy@admin.ox.ac.uk

November 2023
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